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I RAN MY FALL MARATHON… NOW WHAT?
By Spencer West

Okay, so you have trained for
16 weeks or so throughout the
brutal summer for a marathon.
You most likely traveled out of
town, had the time of your life
exploring the city and attending
the race expo and pre-race
activities, and then poured
everything you had out on the
marathon course. Now it’s
over and you’re fatigued,
nursing sore muscles and
probably still of the mindset
that you can’t imagine doing it over again for quite some time, if ever. So now what? Do you cut
the training back dramatically after you heal (literature says the body fully heals after
approximately 26 days) and risk losing the marathon fitness you have worked tirelessly for? Well,
that’s certainly an option and one utilized by many athletes who train hard for an event and then
wait until the next race “cycle” before they start training again to re-gain that marathon fitness all
long-distance runners strive for. This approach is commonly used by triathletes who have a
designated race season that starts and ends at a certain time, or for runners who live in seasonal
climates. In Florida, however, a different approach may be warranted and beneficial for runners.
When I trained hard for my last Fall marathon several years back, an experienced runner I know
suggested that I sign up for a local 5K approximately two weeks after the marathon and pretty much
guaranteed that I would get that always sought after PR (personal record). I took his advice and
signed up for the local Thanksgiving Turkey Trot. During the two weeks before the race I let my
body heal and slowly started training again, albeit with a little less intensity. Well, the day came
and the running felt easier than I had anticipated and when I crossed the finish line I had my new
PR! So I kept going and signed up for other races ranging between 1 mile to the half-marathon,
even throwing another marathon in 6 weeks later (which, although I ran a PR, it is not something
that I recommend for inexperienced marathon runners due to the obvious risk of injury and overtraining). The result was the same, as I checked off PR’s in every distance I ran. With this said, I
certainly do not advocate signing up for a dozen races once your marathon is done But, I also do
not recommend letting all that hard work and excellent fitness go to waste. Racing can be fun and
rewarding when you have the fitness-level to run your best. When you make the trek to the starting
line of the marathon after training correctly, you are in absolute tip-top shape and ready to run well
in any distance event. It stands within reason, therefore, that once your body heals from the trauma
caused by 26.2 miles, your fitness-level is still at its highest and your body is ready to race.
Although racing is not necessary to take advantage of that marathon fitness you worked so hard for,
it is a good way to gauge your current fitness-level (similar to running a few tune-up races prior to
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